Anatomical considerations for surgery of the rat abdominal vagus: distribution, paraganglia and regeneration.
In order to provide a detailed surgical anatomy of the rat abdominal vagus, we examined pyridine silver-stained tissue from one group of normal animals and a second group that survived 9 months after vagotomy. In the normal sample, as has been established for man, there was considerable variability in the levels at which each of the vagal branches separated from the main trunks. Contrary to reports from dissection studies, most of the branches were not single fiber bundles but rather consisted of two or more separate bundles. At the extreme, the posterior gastric and coeliac branches each consisted of as many as 15 individual bundles. Even the main trunks of the subdiaphragmatic vagus were occasionally observed to have multiple components (anterior trunk, 13% of the cases; posterior, 25%). In addition to the classically recognized hepatic, anterior gastric, coeliac, and posterior gastric branches, we also observed an accessory coeliac branch of the anterior trunk in all animals. This accessory coeliac division originated just caudal to the hepatic branching and extended first laterally and then dorsally while running caudally to exit from the esophagus just before the separation of the coeliac branch from the posterior trunk. The vagi were observed to contain paraganglia consisting of islands of glomus cells, neurons, and extensive capillary beds, all situated within the perineurium. The paraganglia occurred in greatest frequency at the sites where the hepatic and coeliac branches divide from their respective trunks. Paraganglia were also observed peripherally within vagal branches; there they were most numerous within the coeliac branch and least numerous in the accessory coeliac. Other studies yielded evidence that regeneration had occurred after complete vagotomy. First, stumps of the branches distal to the resection scar contained axons. Central to the scar, axons grew out in all directions from the neuroma; some of them appeared to cross the scar and to reinnervate the distal stumps. Secondly, 30% of the animals in which regeneration was thought to be possible increased their insulin secretion in response to electrical stimulation of the cervical vagus. The implications of the above findings for experiments that involve manipulation or recording of the vagus are discussed.